Map of the area of investigations: All investigations are carried beyond the 12nm-boundary. Work will be carried out in the box indicated in the map. The boundaries are 80°N to 78°N; 05°E to 11°E. Within this general area we will look for new methane pume/cold seep sites. Station work will concentrate to 3 Sites indicated in the map:

- **gas hydrate boundary:**
  1) 78° 33.278'N   009°28.786'E
  2) 78° 34.028'N   009°29.335'E

- **shelf site:**
  1) 78° 39.332'N   009°26.042'E

- **Vestnessa Ridge:**
  1) 79°01.708'N   006°48.257'E
  2) 79°01.251'N   006°50.692'E
  3) 79°00.570'N   006°54.390'E
  4) 79°00.260'N   006°66.932'E